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Probability Distribution for Strain Demand on Pipeline Due to
Liquefaction-Induced Lateral Spreading
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A methodology to estimate the probability distributions of the strain demand caused by lateral spreading as a result of
soil liquefaction is presented. Strain demand distributions indicate the variability in the strain demands due to uncertainties
arising from seismic sources, site topography, soil conditions, and modeling errors. The consideration of variability allows for
the use of a strain demand with a specified probability of exceedance in a deterministic strain-based design. The availability
of a probabilistic characterization of strain demand also allows the application of reliability-based design. The methodology
provided in this paper is adapted from well-established probabilistic seismic hazard analyses. An example application is
shown for a hypothetical pipeline located in the seismic region of the Cascadia Subduction Zone.

INTRODUCTION

Lateral spreading as a result of soil liquefaction is one of the
leading causes of permanent ground displacement during an earth-
quake event. Ground displacements can induce significant strain
demand on the buried pipelines. The ground displacement mag-
nitude and the size of the moving soil mass used in seismic
design are typically estimated for earthquake events with speci-
fied return periods, based on a site-specific seismic hazard anal-
ysis. Design strain demand is then evaluated from these ground
displacements. Currently, detailed numerical analysis is the only
general approach available to estimate the strain demand for a
buried pipeline from the applied ground displacement. Because
of the computational effort involved, a limited number of analy-
ses are usually performed to determine the strain demand. Hence,
strain demand is defined deterministically for a specified ground
displacement scenario.

It is well known, however, that the estimation of perma-
nent ground displacements includes significant uncertainties. The
uncertainties are primarily associated with the magnitude and
occurrence rates of earthquakes, the liquefaction potential, and the
site soil conditions. Furthermore, variabilities in the soil strength
properties, the extent of ground displacement, and the pipe prop-
erties lead to uncertainties in the estimated strain demand. There-
fore, it is more appropriate to represent strain demand as a prob-
ability distribution. Such probabilistic representation may then be
used either in deterministic design (by selecting a strain demand
corresponding to a specified percentile value that reflects the
desired level of conservatism) or in a reliability-based design and
assessment approach.

Previously, Nessim et al. (2010) and Honegger et al. (2010)
estimated the variability in permanent ground displacements con-
sidering the predominant uncertain parameters related to the earth-
quake event, which include the seismic source, the earthquake
magnitude, and the distance from site to source. Also included
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in these studies was the model error associated with the empiri-
cal attenuation equation that defines the relationship between the
permanent ground displacement, soil conditions, and earthquake
event. However, these studies did not include the variability in the
soil properties and did not evaluate the probability distribution of
strain demand.

In this paper, a framework is proposed for the application of
a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis to estimate ground dis-
placement and strain demand probability distributions. Probabilis-
tic seismic hazard analysis is a well-known approach used to
estimate the probability distribution of peak ground acceleration.
This approach is adapted in this study to estimate the distribution
of permanent ground displacement. A methodology to estimate
the strain demand distributions considering the variability in the
permanent ground displacement is also discussed. Strategies for
reducing the computational effort necessary to characterize strain
demand distributions are described. The application of this frame-
work is demonstrated for a hypothetical pipeline located in the
Fraser River Valley in western Canada, which is affected by the
seismicity of the Cascadia Subduction Zone.

METHODOLOGY

The probability of strain demand as a result of liquefaction-
induced lateral spreading exceeding a defined strain limit �l is
defined as

P4�d >�l5= P4�d >�l �D = d5 ·P4D = d5 (1)

where �d is the strain demand, and P4�d > �l � D = d5 is the
conditional probability of the strain demand conditioned on the
occurrence of permanent ground displacement D of a given value
d and with a probability of P4D = d5. Given a probability distri-
bution function of D as f 4d5, Eq. 1 transforms to

P4�d >�l5= P4g > 05=

∫∫

g>0
f 4�d � d5 · f 4d5 ·d� ·dd (2)

where g = �d − �l is known as the limit state function, and
f 4�d � d5 is the conditional probability distribution function of the
strain demand.

As mentioned earlier, the uncertainty in the permanent ground
displacement is dependent on the uncertainties in the earthquake


